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Abstract
In this paper an optimization-based method of

drift prevention is presented for learning control of
underdetermined linear and weakly nonlinear time-

varying dynamic systems. By defining a fictitious cost
function and the associated model-based sub-optimality
conditions, a new set of equations results, whose solution
is unique, thus preventing large drifts from the initial
input. Moreover, in the limiting case where the modeling

error approaches zero, the input that the proposed method
converges to is the unique feasible (zero error) input that
minimizes the fictitious cost function, in the linear case,
and locally minimizes it in the (weakly) nonlinear case.
Otherwise, under mild restrictions on the modeling error,
the method converges to a feasible sub-optimal input.

1. Introduction

Learning control is a method of control that feeds
the system inputs for a specific task repetitively and uses
the actual on-line measured response of the system to

evaluate the quality or goodness of the input. The actual
responses are used in a feedback loop in which the inputs
are adjusted to reduce measured errors in the output.

Example applications include robotics and manufacturing
where a certain output tracking task is to be performed
repeatedly. Usually the output is the position or veloeity
history of the robot’s joints although sometimes it also
includes measured forces at the end effecter (see Cheah
and Wang [3]).

Learning control has a history dating back to
1984 (see Arimoto et al [1]) when it was first applied to
robot motion control. Horowitz [10] gives a nice history
of the development and usage of learning controllers for

(rigid) robot manipulators. He compares and contrasts

different learning algorithms and also provides an
experimental demonstration of a robot that learns to make
its end effecter track a circular trajectory. He insightfully
points out that an open area of research is in finding

methods for robust optimal (e.g., minimum energy,
minimum vibration, or minimum time) trajectory

learning, as opposed to only finding a control history that

meets output requirements. Examples of work that have
empirical y investigated approaches to this problem
include Gorinevsky ([7], [8], and [9]), who considered the

use of the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization method for
least squares, and Sadegh and Driessen [11] who
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clear that after decades of research we have made little impact on how complex
software systems are constructed in the trenches. [t also seems clear that
conventional testing methods, however carefully crafted, will not suffice in the
future. A future where the size of software systems is far beyond human ability
to analyze or assess from a safety perspective. In concert with the size of
software is the continual growth in both capability and complexity of underlying
digital hardware-computing platforms.

Overview

This paper presents a proposed methodology under investigation that may .
provide a radical new way of assuring the safety of software-based systems
through a novel application of ‘first principles’ enabled by Micro-Electro-
Mechanical-Systems (MEMS) technology, i.e. silicon machinery. ‘First principles’
as used herein is defined as theory that is defensible through fundamental laws
of nature in the chemical, physical or mechanical structure of materials or
assemblages thereof. The proposed methodology is limited to ‘passive safety’ as
opposed to ‘active safety’ applications. Passive safety is defined herein to be a
quality such that a potential hazard is mitigated (assured safe) by means that do
not require action or energy to maintain, e.g. a mechanical ‘stop block’ designed
to limit mechanical travel of a structure given design basis accident scenarios.
Active safety is defined to be a system that requires action 1) to maintain a safe
state or 2) to take the system to a safe state. Control of an operating nuclear
reactor and an aircraft in flight are active safety system examples, i.e. active
control is required to maintain or to reach a safe state.

The methodology proposed herein is based upon long standing safety principles
employed in nuclear weapons. It is proposed that two of the long established
nuclear weapon safety principles be applied to high consequence software
systems. The nuclear weapon stronglink and the Unique Signal (UQS) concept
are fundamental to nuclear weapon safety and represent the conceptual genesis
of the approach taken herein [Spray91 ]. hcornpafibility and Lso/afjon are the two
fundamental nuclear weapon safety principles made possible by the nuclear
weapon stronglink and UQS concepts.

In overly simplified terms, h?compaftilify is made manifest by a discrimination
function that unambiguously confirms intent to initiate a high consequence action.
Intent can be of human or system origination. The UQS represents initiation
intent and is communicated to a discriminator through a serial pulse train.
Discrimination is performed mechanically; thereby eliminating many possible
failure modes as would be present in software or digital hardware
implementations (design/technology diversity). Only the UQS is cornpafhle while
the universe of all other signals is hcon?pafkde. The UQS is constructed in such
a manner that makes it highly unlikely (e.g. to achieve desired safety of 10-9 per
unit time) to be duplicated or simulated in normal environments and in a broad
range of ill-defined abnormal environments. ,-.. ... “: ..r.<j.i;~,,:, f::,,...L. :,
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/so/ation in a nuclear weapon context is made manifest through the blockage of
energy or data across/through a protected boundary until intent is unambiguously
confirmed. In addition, in a nuclear weapon, iso/ation includes a safe response
(preservation of iso/ation) to a collection of abnormal physical environments
(physical threats).

The mapping of these well established safety concepts from nuclear weapons to
complex sotlware based systems is as follows: 1) the complex, high
consequence software system must in-situ, in real-time, generate a ‘key’ (UQS
corollary) which represents an unambiguous assertion of correct system
behavior, 2) the ‘key’ must be discriminated confirming its compat~bWy or
kmompatibdjty, and 3) if the ‘key’ is deemed compatible, energy or data is
allowed to pass across/through a protected boundary. In complex, high
consequence software systems, this boundary can be considered either a
physical or logical boundary, e.g. logical access to a block of memory or a
physical barrier in an 1/0 line (mechanically controlled shutter in an optical signal
path). The overarching objective is to be able to make defensible quantitative
assertions about the safety of a system. The defensible quantitative assertions
are based on the validity of abstracted models of behavior, the encoding of those
models via mathematically based faithful execution vector generation, followed
by mechanically based vector discrimination as a basis of optical path control.
‘Valid’ models of behavior must represent a sufficient number of observable
events, states, parameters, sequencing, and/or timing relationships as specified
by domain experts, which if determined to have been faithfully completed, would
provide convincing evidence of system behavior as an enabling condition to the
initiation of a high consequence event. MEMS technology is critical to the
realization of isolation and incompatibility concepts in the context of a
microscopic physical form, preserving essential mechanical attributes of the
weapon stronglink, e.g. mechanical discrimination of the ‘key’ as well as the
control of flow of energy or data. The notion of ‘first principles’ is captured in the
pure mechanical construct of the MEMS device and its functions. That is, the
behavior of the MEMS device can be evaluated strictly from a materials and
mechanical construction/function viewpoint, devoid of execution of logic
functions. The MEMS device provides the required mechanical discrimination as
well as mechanically controlled optical air gap switches for control of flow of
energy or data. The isolation attributes of the proposed MEMS device herein are
limited to the control of information or energy flow across or through a protected
boundary through a mechanical shutter function in an optical path. It does not
(cannot) address a physical threat as in the nuclear weapon.

The concept presented here of encoding (faithful execution vector generation)
models of behavior in-situ, in real-time, in conjunction with instantiation of
isolation and incompatibility in the context of ‘first principles’ shifts the burden
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away from exhaustive analysis and testing of ‘what ifs’ (the universe of
possibilities) as a means of assurance. Instead, high consequence functions
(potential hazards) are passively held in a safe state (isolated) until the precise
specification of correct behavior is dynamically confirmed (compatibility) in-situ, in
real-time. If behavioral models are constructed properly, one need not concern
oneself with rare events or negative testing. Rare event and negative testing
potentially become, in the proposed concept, only issues related to reliability, e.g.
will the system function when we need it to. Properly constructed behavioral
models should be sufficiently precise as to preclude the universe of possible
failure conditions without having to explore that space. This places some
analytical burden on ensuring that, for example, deviation from a state-chart
instantiation of a behavioral model will be captured and manifest in an incorrect
faithful execution vector and hence incompatibly. Research and development
will be required for the theory, methods and tools to ensure that behavioral
models possess the required attributes. A working version of a MEMS
discrimination and controlled shutter device has been constructed and
functionally evaluated. The existing working version has the capability to
discriminate to 1 in 10G possible vectors. Further work in MEMS technology
regarding integration of photonics is also required.
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